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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to describe the strategies

employed by mothers in eliciting clarifying information from

tteir children in a situation in which the children were re
f

porting a post event. Forty twoyearold children individually

participated in a mock "birthday party" with the experimenter.

Immediately afterwards, the mothers (t enty of whom had observed.

the activity And twenty who had not) a icited information about

the "petty" from their children. The r uests for clarification

presented by the mothers were coded for contingency to the
N,
pre

.

irvious utterance, pragmatic function., and'grammatical structure,

while the responses pres-ented by the children were coded.for ap

propriateness.. The results indicated that the observer and non

observer mothers differed significantly in their total number of

utterances, proportion of requests for clarification, and use of

contipient and noncontingent'requests. Collapsing the data for

observer and nonobserver mothers, the frequency of the various

types,of requests for clarification end the grammatical forms that

they took were analyzed. Regarding the pragmatic functions of the

requests fox cla-rification, the mothers use 'significantly more

requests for confirmation and fewer requests for, repetition .than

'requests for specification or elaboration. Regarding the gramma

tic.;1 form, they preferred the question form for encoding each type

of request. The' children used appropriate responses, as well as h0

-
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response significantly more often then inappropriate responses

following the Bequests. .Their use of approffriote responses did

\ 44

not differ significantly depending upon 'whether the.requests were
. ,

O contingent or moncontingent. In
, response too the pragmatic funs

. .

/

t

tions of the requests for clarification posrd.by the Adults, the

children used appropriate responses significantly more frequently

following requests for confirmation than theyldid for other typieS

of requests. The implications of thesp results are discussed.
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Introduction

The interaction between mothers and their child4en has been

studied from :a number of perspectives. Within this realm, one

topic of research concerns conversation,. and, more specifically,

how conversations are initiated, maintained, And terminated by

both the mother andehild. This study addressed the second

facet of this process, conversational maintenance. Information.

is presented concerning both the use of the request for clarifi-

cation by mothers in speech to their young children as well as ,

the responses of the `children to these requests. Fron
)

this in.-

formation we describe the strategies for eliCitirvz clarifying in-

formation utilized by the mothexs and how thest stratezies affect

the children. The role of the request for ckrification-response

to request sequence in conversation maintenance, conprehension.fa-

cilitation, And language devplopment is described.

Definition of the Request. for ClarifiCation

The .request or clarification h most frequently been used

**11)
in citad language research as one mea_s of coding mothers' ques-

tions to their children. Generally the iequest for clarification

has been coded when A miscommunication occurs in the form of the

message. For example, when p messAle is encoded, the speake; choo-

ses a particular form in which to present it, including such param-

aters'Is vocabulary choice, articulation, loudness tevel, .And the

e
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accompanying nonverbal effect. When the fisener perce)ves

- limitation in the form. of presentation, miin the ease of mis-

)
articulation of words or insuff)icient_loudness to compete with

'
external interferenCe, he or, she is unable to fully perceive the

intended message. In many cases, he or she then indicates-to

the original speake'r that some parameter'of the message must be .

altered befoi:e he' or she can understand it completely. Converse-

ly, a_speaker may encode a message with,nm eficits in form which'

15
still may not be fully understood by the listener due to internal

factors such as inattention. In, these cases, as well, the lis-

tenet may indicate to the original speaker that he or/she will

modify some personal behavior (i.e. play closer attention) to

understand the repetition of the iiriginalmessage. 4

ft

In any given message, hoitever, the form in which theinform*-`forma-

tion is presented is not the.Nonly component of the message for which

clarification may be requested. There is the actual content of, the

.messaze jAself. A miscommunication may occur with respect to the

form, fhe content,.or both. Additionally, while no miscommuniCa-
t

tton may occur .with a p-rtaicular utterance, a listener 'may simply

wish ,to acquire more information to fully understand a topic Or

maintain an inteatction. In 1977, Garvey disCussed the topic of

"contingen,t queries" and exoanded the definition of the reqbest for

clarification to include those queries which are made when any' mis-

comMyn4cation or desire'for further information obcurs in the con-

,
versatron,,whether related 'to the form of the messa,,.e or to the

actual information contained in the message. *She siescribed four

major types of requests which the listener-requester could direO

6
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to the primary speaker concerning p message.
1 _The first is a

request for repetition, in which the listener asks the primary

speaker to repeat all or a portion of his or her Original es

sage. This request is used most frequently when &ome_type of

distortion, either environmental ov.internal, interferes with

the listener's receipt ofthe_me.ssalige. The second is a request

for confirmation,-in-which the listenerrequester asks the pri

mnry_speaker to confirm sote facet of the message, such the

listener's interpretation of the form or the me)mning.' The third

whichis a request foe specification, in which the listener:.requester

asks the primary sreaker to provide a specific piece of informa

tion which will faciljtate his or her comprehension of the ori

ginal message. Fin.ally, the fourth is a request for elabori.tion,

in which th,e listenerreq LI ester _asks the speaker to provide Blab

orated information about his or her original utterance. According

to Garvey, eachof these techniques allows the listener to obtain

some 'type of clarifying information from the original speaker which
r

will facilitate his 'or her compreherision/of the message at hind.

While Garvey'expanded the definition of the request for clar

.

Ification to include satyr aspect of, an utterance that was in gues
s.

tion, her definition is still limited in that it specifies that
0

these requests must be contingent. That is, each request for clar

ification must immediately follop the utterance to ithich it refers..
4

r clarification may indeed be contingent
9 While many reques

1

lot

..or purposes o cljty, thrcitsghout this pa-per we will

refer to the person u terinrr, a request for clarification as the

listenerrequester an the'personjto whom the request is direc
ted as thS primary sn ker.

7
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queries, the nature of conversation suggests that many will be
4 ,

noncontingent, ps well. When mothers interact with young chil

dren, many of their requests will be contingent due to the limi

ted linguistic\output bf the children. For example,.ft child's

immpture phonological system may effect the intelligibility.of

his, or her utterances. Similarly, a limited lekical and syntac

tic system may also afffct the specificity and Ildig,th of p%child.'s

utterances. ,Howeve , many requests may he noncontingent, as well,

°f;;:,r. to.compensate or the child's relatively limited verbal 'output

A
the mother must re heavily on the immediate nonlinguistit context

or on the child's nonverbal behaviors to sustain the interaction.

When mothers interact 'with older children, many of their requests-

.

may be contingent due to interference with transmission or receipt
4 %

of thernessarei However, since the older child will have more,
0

sophisticated phonological p4s well as syntactic and semantic sys-

1'
.

tens, his or her initial attempts_lt messages will generally be

more successful. it is characteristic of interaction with

older children to contain more ddsnlaced reference. This will in
elude queries related to oast and future events as well's to the

immediate context. Finally, since the conversation with older chil,

dren is usually reflected in longer- topic related sequences, the

nonimmediate linguistic cKtext will lend itself to more queries.-.4

Thus, to reflect the nature and characteristics 9f. pdult,child_

versation,.the definition 9f the request for clarification should
S

again be expanded to include tido, tingent as well as contingent

queries.

For the purpose of this study, we have formed the forloifing

a

8
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definition of the request for clarification: The request for .1.

clarification is a statement or question directed by the mother

to her chilickwhichdindicates that she needs repented, confirmed,

or additional information in order -to understand his or her re
.

port. She may provide the request for clarification .in the corm

,/

of a request for repetition of 'a portion or all of a message, a

request for confirmation of the form or the content'of the mes
s

sage, a request for presentation of specific infojmation to more

clearly delineate the meaning of the message, or a request for)/

presentation of elaborated information to present an explanation,

description, or other function. The'requests may be contingent

(i.e., related to the immediately preceeding utterance) or.n0n-
4f

contingent (i.edirected toward the nonimmediate linguistic con
.

text, the 'nonlinguistic context, or nonverbal behaviors).

Functions of: Requests for Clarification'

As previouslystated, the'request for clarification serves a

number of important functions i\r1 motherchild interaction. First,

1

it is a dgevicewhich'is utilized to maintain the conversation: The

request for clarification serves as , link- between the utterancs.

of the speakers. For example, P contingent request for clarifica-

tion relates to the immediately previous utterance in that it ac

knowledges receipt of the communicative attempt, yet Indicates that

more conversation is needed or desired:- As such, the request pro
)

vides 'the impetus for a following utteranAe and, based on the natute

of the request, constrains the fomr that utterance'might take or the

message that will be appropriate in response. For example, a re

quest for repetition will, most likely be followed by a repetition of

9 7
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the original utterance, while a request for elaboration will be

followed by an expansion of-the origins]. utterance. A noncontin

gent request for clarification may link 'not only etems,in the lin is

goistic context but also the linguistic with the nonlinguistic con
.

text. For example, p noncontingent request concerning previously

presented untter,ances in. the conversation serves to maintain or re,.

introduce a topic at hpnd, resulting in ,1-e4ter cohesion of the

conversation.. A ndncontingent request concerning 'the nonlingui"stic
'o

context or nonverbal behaviors intenacti.on fecilittes the

ti
formulation of linguistic messages concerning the context, which

in turn supplement the current topic or introduce a new one. The

nrture of the .request for cl-rificption psa stpteme.nt or question

that requires an obligatory response insures that It will facilitate

at least the pest of tarn tpking if not also the ptt of sharing re
.

vised And /or Additional information.

The request for clarification is also II device which serves to

racipaitpte the comprehension of both participants in the conversais

tion. As two individuals pprti%cippte in an exchanreof information,

they actively monitor the degree to which they understand the mes

sages at hpnd. In the event of p miscommunication or 0 limitpton

of inforMption, the iequgst for clarification is 45 primary means

used by the listenerrequester to idic-te his or her noncOmprehen

)
sion *N. well as to provide the primary speaker frith a direction is

to the types of information which will relieve the difficulty. The

primary speaker, then, is able to tke this direction and modify his

or her subsequent utterances to more appropriately match' the.compre
.

hension strategies of the listenerrequester. Th;s joint effort at

eliciting and providing modifications of the presented information
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leads to the more effective presentation and comprehension of the

current information.

The previous two functions of the request for clarification,

that of maintaining a topic and facilitating interactent compr,e-
4-

hension, appear common to all inler.actionein which the act of

clavification occurs. For mother-child interaction, however, an-
S_

Other itunction appears crucial. The request for .clarification is

a means of facilitating the.development of .primary 4inguistic as,

well as metalinguistic skills in the child. When A mother presents

,a /request for clarification to her child, she first allows .him or

her to exercise a number of communication strategies. For example,

the act of providing fication allows the child to substitute

an equivalent ilteM for the referent word in his o'r'- her original ut-

terance or to combine otirer words with *the original referent acre-

ate a. new, .longer utterance. In the same mariner, the act of-Provr-

ding elaborkion allows the child, to produce a wide range. -of inforr

!nation concerning his or her original utterance. In Addition to al-
%

lowing this "tstvactice" of the revision or expansion of utterances,
ti

the request for clarification-encourac-es the use of metalinguistic

skills. When a mother presents A request to a child, he or she must

first7,hold his or her original utterance,in mind,and evaluate it with

respect to his or her mother's request. If, for example, the mother ,

has requested elaborated information, the child mustifirst determine
4

which information was present in the original utterance and then de-

termine the appropriate information to use- for the exiwnsion of the

original utterance. In this w*y he or she learns to reflect om lnng-

Oge in order to modify its form add meaning.
I
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'Pr evious leseerch Concerning the Request for Claiificatiop

In addition to being utilized is a specific category for co

o

ding mothers' speech to their children, the request for xlarifica-

tion has been the primary focus of a limited number of studies.'

This research hafi three major components, namely the development of

a,definit1on of the request for clarification, 'the description of

these requests in adult and pee,, speech to children', and the

ascription of the responses of children to these requests.,

We have previously discussed the deveiopment of the definition

of the request for clarification and have expanded the definition to

include not only,inTormation on response types but also information'

,regording the relatiftship to the ling/stie and nonlinguistic con-

texts in Whi/h the requests occtr. ,While this study focuses only -on

the actual request for clarification-response sequence, it, iis mpor-
.

tont to note that the total act of`clorificntion includes two other

components. Garvey (,977)-indicated that for a request to, occur

there must first be an original utterance' in question which stiMu-
.

Fetes the chain of inter,cpion. Given or discussion of nontontin-

gency-as well as contingency in intetaction, it is possible that's

nonverb1al action or environmental factor, as well as a noncontingent

utterance, may perform the same function, Thus, the sequenCe be-
r

domes original event - request.f.or cikigtfication a respon'se. Galls-
.

ocher (1981) suggested that a fourth component of the sequence is.

present in any Wckhowledgement or turn resumption tht occurs fol-

lowiv. resolution of the request. The finN1 sequence, then, is ori-
,

ginaf.event - request for clarifiction - response -,acknowledgement/

turn resumption.
AB

12-
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To describe the use of the request for clprifiction by both

adults and peers in interaction with children;, Grvey (1977) and

Gallagher (1981) obskrvedifhild.L:child and adult child dyads, re

spectively, .utilizirli--444:kke..., to fiveyeprold children, The port
__ 9

Hers' contingent queries directed to the children in a free play

situstipn wete,analyzed With younger childrtn, the pprtners14.ti-
--, 4

lized more requests for repetition Shen for confirmptioii or sper,

cificption, while with older children; the partners utilized en,

'approximaterytequal number` of each type of request.. While these
. , pis

... it
studies.int'roduced the- task pf viewing the request for clprific

,

.
.

'.tion in interaction, they tneglected p number of crucipl vpriobles.

)c-

111ii-Yst, they viewed the request in only one situation, free

ploy. # In play, it is not esurprising thpt many requests would in7.111/

deed becontingent. Since the *nonlinguistic contains raptly objects,

information concerning these os, well as the actions'which a child
, v

performs with them is immediately available. The partner, then,

mpy direct more comments to th e actual linguistic iricchonge. In

.

other'situotions, such as fefetentiel communicption, in which ob
.

jec$s are present' .but not -visible, or report.ing a post event, in

which few, 'if any, referents are preient, a partner May need to
t.

present both contingemtlond noncontingent queries to elicit inforr
1

. motion from the child. 4

Second, in fob ploy, partner fomilip*rity with4the topic t

hand is most likely asSured since many referents are present. In r

situations in which few referents-pre present, o prtner may need
4. 4

to adapt differtnI information gathering strategies with the child.

.We suggest that two brood purposei,of communicption are to dev.eloli

relationships and to share information. The use of reques$6,for
sof



'Clarification in interactions-with one.of these goals as the, pri
N,

,mary purpose will be considerabll different from interactions in

4

which the'other goal is foremost. For xaMple, the presentation
0
ofipluests for clarification has been studied most often in free

play. These situations, while aluable for 'maintaining the dyad

relationship, are less conduciire to the elicitation of clarifying

infbrmation-than are'teaching or informing situations. They focus,

instead,-on describing the immediate situation and encouraging coin.

mu.nicption in general. Other situations, however, are highly con

ducive to requesting clarifying information. For example, mothers

freqlgently request reports of past events from their young children.

4

This situation increases the probability that requests for c1ariAfi

cation will be frequently, used because it focuses on the exchange of

4nformation. Since, the mother needs or desires to obtain as much

information as possible to fa cilitate ''r owilt comprehension of the

report and /or 'fac ilitate the reporting skills of her child, it .is

likely that she will utilize a variety of techniques to elicit this

jnformation including many requests foil clarification. In thial

A study, then, we utitizee-a situation in which the child we sorting

about a completed event as a pert of the experiment-al ta k.in order

to tap the strategies mothers utilize in presenting requ sts when

clarification is a focus, not merely an occurrence, in an interaction.

Finally, thepr vious studies-viewed only three of the four con

(

tingent qUery tyPes amely repetition, confirmation, and specifica

tion. The partners' use of requests which required only minim21 re

sponses from the children suggested that they were presenting re

quests which would be the easiest to answer. However, in failing to

analyze the requests for elaboration, or report the lack of such

14

I
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requests, the o!..!Ahors did not capture the pattern of introduction

of questions which would require more sophisticated responses from

the children.

To describe the responses of children to requests for clori-

ficotion, researchers hove utilized two mojor strategies. First,

Goll'ogher (197t), Gallfrer,and ..Qornton (1978), and Valion and

Caplan (1979) have studied the responses of children to the open

question "What ?" in conversilion. The purpose of work such,os this

was to determine whether children would respond, end, if so; how in
I , ,

a

. ,

light of their responses being minimally constrained by the nature

of the request. The results of these studies indicoted that young

children, both with normol and deviont language skills, recognized
*

that responses were required by the requests, as they providedMore

responses thon'no responses. They utilized two major strategies in

responding. Firstotothey simply repented all or a portion of their

previous message. Second, they performed o number of modificotiOns

of .their original messages, including Syntactic and phonetic chiongOs

To provide information concerning children's responses to requgsts

other then open-ended ones, Gallagher (1981) determiped the frequency

an opprepriateness;of preschool children's responses to requests for

repet tion, confirmation, and specification. She found that the

children appruriotely resnorlded to the majority of these )equests
T-

and that the frequency of responses increased with age. These'find-

sings ore consistent with those of Garvey (1977), who found that chil-

dren resoonded to peer requests in o similar monner. While these

studies do address child responses tp varied types of requests, they

have not recognized th\e effects of the continr,,ency of the requests

or 'the grammatical Itructures'on the responses of the children.

15



Focus of the Pre'pent,.Study
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14.

Because., is previously stated, the request for clarification

rTesponse sequence quires and reflects a variety of conversational

and linguistit skill it wag desirable in this study to analyze

mother requests and child' responses with respect to several,comple
\

mentary areas., Specifi\cally, the following research questions were

formulated:

- .

1. How' does the degr*-e-of mother familiarity with the situa-
tiod (in this case, past event reporting) influence her

--,
.total number of 'utterance's, frequency of requests for
clarification, and variety of functions of requests for
cdarificetion?

'2, What are the kiniistic characteristics of the request for
clexification,,,,namely the contingency, functions of re
quests, andgrammatical structures?

./'
3, Whet types of responses 4o children present to, requests for

clarification with respect to contingency_ and functions of.
these requests?

-The first research pest ion addressed the effect of the degree

shared familiarity of both conversational participants with the con
.

versational topic. Whether 9 ther is familiar. or unfamilia'r with

her chcld's topic may shift the focus of the interaction from the
,

-maintenance of the dlptio&ship to more exchange of information. For

example, when A otheia is familiar with her child's,iopic, it is Iike7

* ly that many of her requests for clarif;cption would deal with the

way in-which _th'e child's 4nformation was presented rather than the

content of his or her messp7es. On the other hand, when f mother

does not already knoW the possible,,ranrre of information her child

might be trying to communicate, she may devote much effort to ques

t4onin\-, the content Of the child's%report as well as the ways in

which he or. she present,,s the infOrmAtion. Wiifh meters who are

0

16
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familiar with the past event, then, it is likely that most infor

mation is shared in p.rellectivemanner,tywhile with mothers who

are unfamiliar with the "event, it is probable,thot information is

shared to facilitate the comprehehsion of the mother. This study

investigated differences in mothers' styles of intecaction b,'sed

on whethez they observed.ktheir child's activity which later served

as the topic of the past event report.

Our-second research queition addressed three 'aspects -of the
4

linguistic message which contributed to the actual presentatiOn of

) .

the requests for qiarification, narTfely the degree of contingency of

the requests with previous utterances, tbe pragmatic functions of
6

the 'requests, and the grammatical structure of the requests. First,

reque,sts:for clarification nip), tle contingent or noncon'tingent.

previously s,ted, 'the.mother who interacts with her icoung child may

utilize both forms of the. request, with contingent requests ,being

directed toward those utterances th,lt are unclear or telegraphic due

to the chld',,s immature linguistic system, and noncoh$4ngent reiuirsts

'10
being directed tow6rd the suppofting nonlinguistic context or utter

prices thaf are nonimmediple. Each request also has r specific func

tion, s;'s previously di 416cus;ed, which places a different constraint '

on the response of the child. With the request foT repetition, the

child must provide a response identical or similar to his previous

utterance, while with the request for confirmation he must simply re

spond affirmatively or negatively. In the requests for specifica

tion and elabor /tion he or she must provide further infonination.

Finally, each request must be coded with a particular grammatical

form. Either direct (i.e. wh or yes/no questions) or indirect (i.e.

statements or directives) forms may ke used to encode requests for

17
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clarification, based on which forms the mothers judge as most

1
easity understood by the children.

This study, finplly, wps concerned with the responses of the

children to their mothers' requests for clprific.tion. As pre-

viously.s tptedcresearch findings suggested that young lan gu ge-
, .

learnMg children are pw,re thpt requests for clrrificptilOn require

responses which involve a modificption of the original message. In

this study both the frequency of response and the appropriateness of

'children's responses are invesfigated,

. 1

18
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Subjects

Method

Forty children and their mothers served as subjects for this

study. The children ranged in age from'u23 to 36 months, with a

mean age of 27 months. Children from the two-yeaY=old'range were

selected bec:.use they exhibited early conversational abilities as

wen as emerging reporting skills. The investigators assumed that

t

theie children would demonstrate early conversational skills and in--
AP

teractiOn strategies\and thus would also demons rote the earliest

forms of response to requests for c1:10Ification f om their mothers.

Observation of these young dhildren would provide a baseline with

which data,obtaimed froR older children could be compared.

No attempt was made to use an equal number of children from each

sex;.twenty-three boys and seventeen, girls comprised tehe sample., An

interview with each mother, conducted by a eduate student in speech-

1 9 -

'

speech -

language pathology and supplemented with informal ilkerection with

each child, confirmed that each child was developing language, social,

and related skills within normal limits.

Each child lived in 0 two-parent hOme in which the native lang-

uage w,s Zhelish. No attempt was made to contr 'bl for the birth order

of the children. Each child was either enrolled in a day core.pro-

gram or had daily interaction cith peers.

Informal interaction with each mother confirmed that she had no

overt communication impairment of other obvious physical disorder.
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Experimenter Session. ;

0
The data from which the experimental results were calculated

0

were obtained in a past event reporting session in which, the mother

encouraged her child to AescrNic anFevent in which he or she had

parti?ippted: ThiPs situation was chosen because it occurs fre-

quently in her-cpild 'interaction and should reflect the wip

range of strategies utilized by mothers to elicit' information from -

their children es well as the abilityof the children to/cespond to

questions ani.maintain the dialogue.

Before the data collection sessions were conducted, the mother-

child dyads were randomly assigned to one of two experimental Con
.

ditionsi In the first copdition, the mother observed the activity

in which her child participated and later attempted/to report. In

t)e second, the mother did not.o'IN;Iperve the report. Thu's,- there we

two experimental conditions: child with mother observing event, land

child with mother not observing event. factor of mother fami-

liprity with the task was elected so that differences in the fre-
s,

quency and functions of req ests could be observed with respect to

the degree of Aformption the mother possessed.
-

To insure that erch' wmother - child dyed would have a common topt4

about Which to con!se, the investigators provided 8 simulated birth-

day pp- ty for each child. This "pretend" situp*tion wee chosen be-
".-\\ o

taus it was onsidered to be a salient activity that would be en-
.

joyable for e ch child and about-Vitich he or she would be likely to

remember specific information;

At the beginning of each birthday n,rty session, the investi-

gators allowed the mother and child dyads to spent five minutes in

4
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the experimental room so t y could become familiar with the set
.

ting. Following this the others who were observers assumed a

place in the corner of the om and were directed to watch but -not

,actively participate in the arp activities. The mothers who were

not observers were directed t a nearby waitinroom and asked to

yr,

. .

remain there until the task completed,
.

At this point the "birthday party" waocotducted. the investi

4 1

gators performed the following ctivities in they specified' order:

1. The investigator remov
up for the child.

a--,balloon from P bag and blew et 4

2. The investigator nl,ce napkin cit the table in front of

---------
the child and placed a cupcake on the napkin.

3. The investigator placed two candles in the cupcake Ind lit
, them.

4. The investigator s/' ng'"Happy Birthday" to the child:

5. The child blew out the candles on the cupcake.

7ollowing these procedures, the party was conefiided-4The mothers who

fled .observed the party left the room with their children after all

remnants of the partyhad been removed, while the mothers who had not

observed then came to the room to see the children. Each mother then

accompanied her child to the water fountain for--a----trfink after instruc-
--

tiond to no1 ditcuss the event until they returned to the room. There

was approximately\afiveminutebadmk bet4een the' conclusion of the

party and the .beginning of the reporting session.

Th.e reporting sessions were then conducted. The inVestigetor

instructed each mother to talk with her child at;lout the event that

had just occurred': 4The Mother! were Rske ''\ to interact with their

children as they would in any situation in which they we9e directing

their child to report a nast,event. The conclusion of the reporting

./
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session was at th'-e discretion of each mother, who e ed the conver-

sation either when she had obtained enough information to under-
(

stand the child's report or be?eved that further questioning would

elicit no new infOrmation about the event. The investigator re-

.

mained in the room to videotape the interactions but did not parti-

cipate in the conversations.

41F

Data Coding

Following each.reporting session, one investigator viewed each

videotape and wrote It verbatim transcription of the conversation,

All verbal' interchange regardless of its relationship to the tynic.L

was included; however, nonverbal behaviors were(ncluded only when

"they substituted for e verbal etsponse,csuch as "y1 s" or "no." The

transcriptions were recorded on P language coding form de-Signed by

Van Kleeck, Maxwell, Marquis, Gunter, and Smith (1981).

Mother" Data

Each request for cllification presented by each mother was

identified. Only utterances which requested r etition, confirma-

tion, specification, or elaboratict,of topic-related information were

included in the analysis. Thus, requests for general information or
r-

rehearsal of knowledge were *xcluded. Also, requests that occurred

in aside events were excluded. -Across mothers, a-range of 37.9 to

85.9% of total utterances were requests for clarification.

After each request for clarification was identified, it was co-
, c.

.ded in three ways. First, the pra-matic function or the request was

chosen from the cate,7ories of repetition, confirmation, specifica-

tion, and elaboration. This code was used so that the nature of the

I
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A

requests could be identified and the demendsylaced,on the

dren quantified; The definitions for each category are contained

in Appendix A.

Second, the contingency of each request was recorded. Requ-

-ests were judged as contingent if they immedibtely, fdliowed a

child's utterance that was .questioned and as noncontingeWt%L( they

did noy immediately follow ft child's utterance that was questioned

or refer to a nonlinguistic behavior'or event. This code was used

so that the degree of displaced reference in the speech of the mo

thers could be evoluoted.

Third, the gramm atical structure of each request was coded.
v.!

This code laps used so that the stylefof the mothers' speech could

be doted. A summary of grammatical formi is contained in Appendix B.

Child Data
r

Each response to the mothers' requests for clarification was

identified. IA this codin', the child's behavior immediately fol

lowing each request, was noted. When .two or mote behaviors optcur
i

red simultaneously, both were idclda,Td in the coding.

Following its identiftcotion, response pehovior was as,

siczned to one of three coteaories,,(1)no response, (2) incomplete

response, and (3) appropriolme response. This code was chosen so

that the general adequacy of each child's response could be moni

tored.

Utterances within th c-teeory of "incomplete response" were

coded w ith respect to t semantic characteristics. A summary of

the c,.tegories and definiti ns may be fiOund in Appendix C.

Foch child response was also Coded in terms of the antecedent

23
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event, including mother familiarity, contingency of the request,

and function of the request. This coe/pClowed the investigators
A

to view the number of appropriate responses based on these. variables.

Reliability of Measures

Mother Data

Four transcripts of the mother-child conversation were randomly

selected and coded on different occasions by two certified speech-
,.

language pathologists with p specialty in langualfe'deVelopment and

disorders. A percentage of agreement was calculated. In order for

the codin' for each request to be in agreeinent, the two scows must

have .coded each of the three areas (request function, itequest con-

tingency, and grammatical form) identically. Jhe percentage of agree-
,

ment in this study ranged from 79% to 84% across the four. transcripts,

with' s, mean off`' 88%, indicating adequate reliability.

Child Date

Again, to r transcripts, or 10% of the mother-child conversa-

tions were ran omly chosen and coded._JTwo certified speech-language

pathologists performed the coding on different' occasions. As before,

* percentage of agreenfent'wns calculated. The investigators were

judged to agree when their coding was identical fear the response

.category, description of incomplete response(when appropriate),

and antecedent events. ,In this 'study the percentage of al'reement

ranged from 80% to % across the four transcripts, with a mean of

86%, indicating adequate reliability.

0
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Data Analysis

The raw data were recorded on coding sheets, with one sheet

representing mother datb and another representing child date.

In this study one .independent variable-was considered, that

of mother familiarity with the topic of the past event reporting

session. With respect to this independent variable, a number of

dependent--vvTi'ables were measured.

Both raw and proportional data were utilized in the analyses.

The proportional data were calculated by first determining the per-
,

centages of production corresponding to each raw frequency in each-

category, then transforming the:data to proportions using an arcsin
.e

transformation table. (Olien, 1962). Proportional data were utilized '

to insure 'that significant differences in the dependent variables

were due to actual differences rather than indicative of differ-

ences due simply to frequency of production.

In the analyses, non-directiona, two-way t-tests were utilized

to analyze the data because no directonel hypotheses had been formu-

lated. To decrease the probability of a Type I error in the compute-
.

tion of multiple I-values, the level of probeA bility for each test was

set at .01. For the one-way analyses of variance the level of prob-

'*ability was also set at .01, whilefor the post-hoc Scheffe' anal-

yses the level of probability was set at .05.

Mother Data.

T-tests were conducted to determine significant differences

between the observer versus nonobserver mothers in (1) the total

number of utterances produced (1 ttest), (2) the total number and

25
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proportion of utterances that were requests for clarification (2

t-tests), (3) the total number and giroportion of requests that

were contingent (2,t-teits) and-noncontingent (2 -tests), and

(4) the total number and proportion of requests that fell into
A,

,

each catego4y of pragmatic function repetition, confirma-

tion, specification, and elaboration) (making a total of 8 t-tests).

To delineate pattern in mother use of requests for clarifica-

/tion independent of mo er familiarity with the topic a't hand, both

H
the pragmatic functions of the 'requests and the grammatical struc-

tures for encoding the requests were analyzed by 'collapsing the data.

for both observers and nonobiervers. First, the total number of
,

mother requests in each of the four pragmatOc function categories

was calculated. A one-way analysis of variance with repeated mea-

sures was conducted to determine signifitant effects, followed,..by

a Scheffe' analysis to locate the sources of variance. Next, to

determine the preferred urommatical structures of the mothers, both

the raw total frequencies and proportions for structures wiAin each

function of request were calculated.

Child Data

The responses of the children were cateczorized as no responje,

incomplete response,'or essentiallKappropr;ate response. The child

data were then first analyzed for types of responses with respect

to the tamiliaritw of the mothers presenting the requests. A t-test

, was conducted for both raw and proportional data (2 t-tests) .to*de-

ter:tne trends in the childrem's responses.
t.

Next, the responses of the children -were analyzed independent

of mother familiarity with the topic to determine the preferred
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response strategies. The totIl number of responses in each'cote

gory were colculoted, and a onewily onolysis of variance with re

peated measures was conducted to determine significont_effects,
'4 , (

followed by a Scheffe' analysis to ldcrte the sources of var.anelli

15Next, to determine differences in child responses wit resp ect

to the contingency of the requests, the row fiequencies and propor-

tions for each type of response within each contingency category were

colculoted. Ttests (a'9Otaf of six) were conducted both both thee

row and proportionol-doo to determine significomt differences.

To determine differences in child responses with respect tb the

functions of those requests the row frequencies and proportions for

. ,

appropriate responses within each request category were colculot/e-d.
v4 ,

e
.

A oneway analysit of variance with repeated measures was conducte 4

s

$

t

4

to determine significant effects, followed by a Sch.effe analysis to

locate the sources of Variation.

Finally,, to describe the features

6
of the incomplete responses

to the reqiIrests, the row frequencies and proportions of responses
'

within each feature category were calcu/sted.

.." ;*

6

4
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Anftlysis of Mother Dpts

Results'

.r

..Observer and nonobserver mothivs were comprred on their total

number of utterances, total number and proportion of requests for

clarification, total number rnd wroportiOn of contingolt and non-

contingent requests, and total number rnd proportion of ereh,prrg-

matic function. The observer mothers used a significantly greater

number of total utterances than didthe nonobservers (Tab 1,).

While there was no difference between the groupsThthe total num-

ber of requests fof clorificrtion, the observers used a Signifi-

cantly higher proportion of requests4rn nonobservers (Table 2).

The nonobserver mothers used significantly rester number And

higher proportion Of contingent requests thrn did the observers,

while the observers used significantly greater number and higher

proportion of nOncontingent requests then did the nonobservers (TR-.

ble 3). Finally, the mothers differed in the row number of requests

for repetition, confirmatiop, and specification, with observer mo-

.thers going significantly more requests for-specification and non-
,

observer mothers using; significrntly morrvrequests for repetition

and cohfirmrtion. However, no differences in the proportion of each

type of request were noted hetween the two groups (Table 4).

When the preRmptic functions of requests for clarification end

the gremmpticp1 structeres for those requests were enelyz d inde-

pendent of mother familiarity with the topic, the analysis first re-

28
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yealed that the mothers as a group used signifidantly Moe 'requests

t'
for confirmation and significantly fewer request% for repetition than

requests for specification and elaboration (Tables 5 and 6). Finally,

the mothers preferred question forms as pie means for encoding re
,

quests for clarification (Table 7). For each pragmatic fu ction

of requests, question forms were used more of en than any e---
sa

ther

grammatic1 structure.

Analysis of Child Data

Th responses of the children were first analyzed wj,th respect

'N----to the familiarity of their mothers (Table 8). The children of ob
'4

server mothers presented significantly more behaviors in the cate

gory of no response than did children of nonobserver' mothers. No

differences were seen in the use of incomplete end appropriate re
,

sponses. Also, there was no significant difference between the

grOks in the proportion of responses in each category.

Following this, the responses of the children were analyzed in

dependently of thp familiarity of their mothers in order to determine

their preferred response types. The analysts. revealed that.the chil..

dren used the strategies of responding appropriately and presenting

no response significantly more often than responding inappropriately

Table 9).

Next,- the children's appropriate responses were analyzed with

respect td the contingency and pragmatic functions of their mothers'

original'utteirances. The results first showed that the children's

use of appropr e responses was ndt significantly different for

b
contingent an noncontingent requests (Tablemmt0 and 11). Their use

29.
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of appropripte

respect to the

28

es WAS significantly different, however, with

c fUnctions of the requests', as they answered

aopropriately'to significan more requests for confirmation and
.,

fewer requests for repeiit1on t en other types of requests(Xables

12 and 13).

the analysis of the child incomplete responses

revealed that theie responsesere characterized most .often by

unidtelligibility,ifollowed by the provision of unrelated informa-

tion, repetition 'Of, a previous nonConti.ngent utterance, giving

topic- related information,' repetition of a previous contingent ut-

terance, and provision of a partially correct response (Table 14).

9

.9 0

)
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Discussion

Or

purpose of this study was to rein information concerning

the ways in which mothers elicit clprifying information from their

children. The effect of mother fpmiliprity with the topic of the

report was inveStigpted with respect to the number of utterances,

frequency of requests for clarification, - degree of request contin-

gency, and function request.of reest. Also, the grammatical structures

utilized for coding their requests were described. The responses

of children to equests were. evaluated in terms of their ap-

propriateness.

The results of this study first indicated that mothers direcL

ted uch of their attention to request'ng clarification from their

young hildren whil listening to ana eliciting informatipn about a

pest event. At 1 st one-third of all maternal utterances directed

toward the children were such requests, while most of the mothers

employed these requests one-holforto three-fourths of the time. In

r--
mother-child interpction'in > play setting, requests for clarifies-

/
tion comprise only R small prOportion of the maternal requests. It

is evident that the mothers in this study utilized p large propor-

tion of these requests. Some of the discrepancy racy lie in the defi-

nition'of the request for clproificption. Since in this study the

request encompassed both the form pnd the meaning Pf 'the message,

more requests mpy fell into the cptegory of "requests for clprifics-

tion" rather then. into sim;lprcPtegories such ps "requests for in-

formation.". Some of the discs ncy, however, may lie with the

41111
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nature of the experimental task. In 8 'reporting session such as

this the focus .i.s.much greptet on the sharing of salient informa-
4

tion than on simply conducting pm interaction. The high propor-

tion of talk directed to requests for clprificption suggested that

information sharing wps p prime gopp for the interection.

Seveypl differences were noted between mothers who were fomi,

jar with the ex0eriment,1 topic and those who were not. First, the
ile

observer mothers utilizeoLboth more utt nces end- A higher propoT-
,

tion of requests, for clorificption. It pppePred that the observer

mothers both Attempted to elicit more information And to comment on

the infaumption than did nonobserver mothers. Since ese mothers
_.,-...,

plreOdy possessed information aSout t e topic, it Appepred that they
l r .

util4zedrequestis as a means of mpintpi ing the interaction rather

than gejning new information. Further support, for the idea that the

observer mothers utilized their requests prim-rily for topic main-
.

tenence is seen in the comppTison of the use of contingent and non-

contingent requests. The nonobserver mothers preferred contingent

..
requests, while the observer mothers preferred noncontingent requests.

,Since the mothers who hpd not observed the activities of their chil-.

dren had no other means besides the linguistic context for eliciting
a

information from the children, it is not surpris.ng that-the majority

of their requests wopld be directed to the immediate linguistic con-

text. Mothers who did observe, however, used not only the immediate

linguistic Context but also the nonimmedipte linguistic end nonlin-
f

guistic contexts for reference. Finplly, while the observer mothers

utilized significantly more requests fort repetition, confirmation, and

specification than the nonobserver mothers, the oroportions of presen-

tption of each function of respons'e by each group were essentially

.32
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the same. Thus, it appeared that the interactions of observer and

nonobs'erver mothers with their children differed primarily on the-

amount of talk, frequency of requests for clarification, and the
a

degree of contingency of the requests.

. The mothers were ev'lu*ted as .a group for their presentation of

functions of requests as well *s their preferred grammatical struc-

tures. The mothers in this study used *significantly more requests

for confirmation and fewer requestsforirepetitinn than requests for

specification and elaboration. It opperi-ed that the mothers most

frequently 'resented the type of request which would require the

ersiest response: the child was simply required to respond affirms-*

tively or negatively rather trtan repeat or modify his or her original

message. Additionally, since the request for confirmation often' ser-

ves as an acknowledgment. rather than A true request for a confirming
.

response, the children were not obliged to present R verbal response

each time. Thus, the mothers appeared to be assuming most of the re-
:,

sponsibility for eliciting information by not only Asking more open-

ended Arstions, such as requests for elaboration, but also by formu-

lating hypotheses concerning possible answers and asking the children

to simply confirm or deny them. In this. study the preferred gram-

Mrtical structure for encoding requests was the question form. This

was the most co monly-used structure for each of the four types of

requests. This in icated that'the mothers were utilizing primarily

direct forms with their children. This directness, coupled` with a

question inflection for each, allowed the children to understand more

easily that their mothers desired a response from them.

While the children in this study provided slightly re response

behaviors to observer mothers, they did not differ significantly in

33
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in the proportion of\no response, incomplete response, and appro.

pripte respOnses given to both observer and conobserver mothers.

These children preferred to answer appropriately or to not respond

more often than they lid to answer inappropriately. However, they

did provide P response, whether incomplete or appropriate, more of-

ten,than failing to respond. They apparently recognized the need for

a response and attempted to react in some way. The children in this

.study also appe.red to recognize which type 'nformation were re-

quired. ?airy of their responses were appropril,te; hat is, they pre-

sented the information requested by their motheri. Even their inap-

propriate responses, however, generally followed the trend of main-

taining a relationship with the immediate or nonimmediate lingvistic

context. An on,lyslit of the children's incomplete responses indica-
ma'

ted that, while many were simply unintelligible due to faulty artic-

ulation or interference, approXimately one -half were partially cor-

rect: topic-related, or a repetition of a previous contingent or non-

contingent utterance. In this mwnner, the children maintained a gen-

eral topic even in the presence of providing incomplete responSes.

We stated pteviously that the 'request for clarification served

three.major purposes in an ion, namely, to maintain,' topic,

ito facilitate comprehension, and to promote the development of lin-

guistic and/or metalin7uistic skills ,n the child. In this study, it

appeared that the'maintenance of the topic was the overriding func-

tion. While!the facilitation of comprehension was a component of the

v)ikinteraction, it 'often s not the foremost component.

the obsefver mothers wer already aware of the topic of the'conversa-

tion and thus were not as much in need of the information es the non-
.,

observer'mothers, and ,..et P ffre,ter proportion of their utterances

34
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relatively simple response, and their preferr use of direct ques

33

were requests for clarification. Also, while the nonobserver mo
.

thers did,need clarifying information, they spent less time provi

ding request's for clarification and comments than the observer mo

thers. For these nonobserver mothers it vppepred that less effort

was directed toward facilitation ofI their own comprehension. The

promotion of linguistic and/or metalinguisAic development also was

riot tare most salient component of the interaction. This is seen in
0.

the mothers' frequent use of requests for confir atibn; which require
/

tion forms, which afeePsy to understand. The children °In this study

were not often put in the position of evaluatin their previous ut

terances and utilizing this information to consitTuct modified utter

\

ences: They Also were not challenged to evaluatk the meanings of'in

. direct requests and appropriately respond to the It appeared, then,

that the maintenance of the topic was the focus o the interaction,

as the mothers provided many requests which in tun 71_ required respon

rses, and as the children provided responses which often at least ap

proximpted appropriate ones.

35
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TABLE 1. A lysis of total number of.mothef utterances. The
range, mean, and standard deviation of the raw ftequencies for mo
thers in the, obse er And nonobserver groups are presented. A t
.test conducted between the two groups yielded a significant differ(
ence in the total number of utterances.

I
Observers

Non Degrees
Observers of Freedom

Range
Mean
S.D.

24-147
73.450
7.394

21-134
60.400
9.437

Tvalue Sig.

38 4.88 (.001

4

1.1

TABLE 2. Analysis of total number and proportions of mother re
quests for clarification. The range, merp, rnd standard de;iation of
the'rew frequencies as well as the range, mean, and standard deifia
tion of the proportions are presented. Arcsin transformations of the
percenta,zes of total mother utterances that are requests for clarifi
cation are presented in parentheses. A ttest conducted between the
two groups yielded no significant difference in the raw frequencies of
requests for clarification but /1 significant difference in the propor
tions of requests for clarification in the two groups.

Obeervers
Non

Observers
Degrees

of Freedom T Sig.

Range

Mesa

S.D.

11-73
(1.3264-
2.1176)

42,850
(2.532)

5.637
(.7829)

12-98
(1.3510-
2.3717)

9.200
(1.889)

2.590
(.2489)

1.08 NS
(12.485) (4.001)

a
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TABLE 3. Analysis of total number and proportion of contin-
gent and'noncontingent requests forclarification. The range, mean,
and standard deviation of the raw frequencies and the proportions
ate presented for both contingent and noncontingent requests. Arc-
in transformations of the percentages of total requests for clari-

fication that are contingent and noncontingent requests are presen-
ted in parentheses. A t-test conducted between the two groups yiel-
ded a significant difference in both the raw frequencies and propor-
tions of contingent requests as well as in both the raw frequencies
and proportions of noncontingent requests.

1
Observers

Non-
Observers

Contingent

Range 5-24 7-34
(.8500- (.8258-
1.5708) 1.9412)

Mean 12.700 15.200
(1.1562) . (1.3218)

S.D. 5.780 9.570
(.2066) . (.2979)

Noncontingent

Degrees
of Freedom T-value Sig.

Range

Mean

S.D.

6-52 7-64
'.(1.5708- (1.2004-
22916) 2.3518)

30.350 24.000
(1.9753) (1.8197)

11.570 13.030 /

(.1989) (.2986) t

38 3.64 4 .00-1

38 p '(7.,70) (4.001)

i

38 3;87
k 38 (6.27)

4.001
(4 .001)

47
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TABLE 4. Anqysis of total niumber and proportion of types of
mother requests for clprincption. The range, mepn, and standard
deviation of the raw frequencies lb, well as the range, mean, and
strndprd deviation of the proportions ore presented. Arcsin
formations of the percent.res of the types of requests for cllrifi-
cation pre presented in p'rentheses. A t-test conducted between' the
two groups for use of each type of request for clprificption yielded
significant differences in the rrw number of requests for repetition,
confirmation, and specific -tion in the two groups but no significant
differences in the proportion of any type of:Tquest in tdoe groups.

Observers
Non- Degrees

Observers of Freedom T-value Sig.

Relietition

Range , 0-6 0-6

(.0000-, (.0000-
.7288) .7554)

Mean 1.050 1.350
(.2977) (.3653)

S.D. .1096 .1513
(.0566) (A749)

38 12.500 4.001.
38 (.845) NS

Confirmation

Range S-31 6-56

'(1.0098- (1.0701-
2.1969) 2.0737)

Mean 17.850 '21.900
(1.4525) (1.6549)

S.D. 2.619 6.994
(.3045) (.2615)-

Specification

Ran.ge 1 -36 1-24
(.5772- (.4949-
1.5568) 1.2068)

Mean 13.600 6.650
.(1.1374) (.8579)

S.D. 4.208 1.556
(.2838) (.1675)

39

38
38

38
38

I

5.810
(.265)

3.113
(.996)

4.001
NS

4 .0.1

NS



Table 4, On....--;17nued : .y.

Elaboration

Range 2-19 2-40
(.5276- (.5074-
1.4346) 1.7722)

Mean 9.700 10.250
(1.0051) (1.0951)

S.D. .936 , 3..336
1.1791) (.2909) i

I

38
38

32

.1.190
(.640)

s

NS
NS



TABLE A nalysis of ffunction't
Tht rmnge,"totml, mean, stmndard dey.i;oi

.Of the four types ofrequeitt*%is orise-r;4

s for clarification.
nroportion of each

Request Types Ar

,Repetition Confirmatiop Specilicatton Elaboration
,

.

/ 2-40,Rango 0-6 '6-56 ' 0-.64

Total -I 48 805 . .377 399
Mean 1'.200 20.17-5 9.425 1 9.975

. S.D. 11.587 15.856 8.430 v 9.273

% 2.94 4'9.410 23.140 2.4.510
f

TABLE 6. Analysis of types of requests for clmrificmtion. An

analysis of variance with repeated measures was. conducted for all
forty subjects across 'the four types of request cmte,76ries. The an-
alysis revemledj, significant.difference. with respec .to types ofm.se-
quests. -A post-hoc Scheffe' analysis tonducted mt t e .05 level o 0-

significanc yielded significant differences in the p oduction of re-
quests for r ition and confirmation from the oth roues.

Sdurce of
Vorimtion'

Sum,of
Squmrs

Degrees
of Freedom

Rows 3,621.000
Columns ' 7,206.225
Interaction 6,007.525

Total 16,R3'5.754

39
3

117

1,59

Fc al 0.782, sig. at .01
7r s 1.808, NS

Ymriance
Estimmte

92.846
2402.075

51.346

41
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TABLE 7, 7, Analysis of types of grimmitical structures uti
lized for the four° types of requests for clarification, The

raw fr uencies and percentages of grammatical structures within

eTchtype of f'request are presentlid,

Grammatical % of

St.ucture Total gliptegory

Request Type

p Repetition Question Forms 20 40.8

Social Forms 1 . 2 ,E4.

Primitive Forms 23 44'079

Directive Forms 3 7,5

Declarative Forms 1 2.4

Confirmation Partial Repetition 28 Z.5

Total Repetition 92 12,6

Partial Repetition
with Addition

S4 4,8

Total Repetition
with Additioq

328 42,7

Other Forms 303 40.4,

Specification Question FOTMS 377 100.0
Directive Forma 0 0.0

_......

Declarative Forms 0 0.0

Elaboration Question Forms 394 95,6

Directive Forms 2 2.2

Declarative Forms 3 2.2

c

A
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TABLE 8. Analysis of types of resnonses to requests for clar-
ification by observer and nonobserver mthers. The range, mean, and
standard deviations of the rail frequencies and propAtions are pre-sented for'each.response type.. Arcsin t;iansformations of the71-er-centages of total responses within each category are presented inparentheses. A t-test conducted between the two groups for the eli=citation of each type of response yielded a significant differencein-the number of no responses but nis significant differences in thenumber or proportion of other categories.

4

Observers
Non-

Obiervers

No Response

Range 3-43 .3-37
(1.007- (.8148-
1.939) OP 2.0556)

Mean 19.150 17.250
(1.438) (1.4887)

.S.D. 4.961 4.845

jncomplete

(.3045) (.2977)

Response

Range 0-20 1-15
(.0000- ;(.5881-
1.5007) 1.3796)

Mean 7.00 6.75
(.8258) ?.85.60)

S.D. 1.876 .959
(.2063) (t1000)

Appropriate
Response

Ra(nge 6-31 2-43
(.8339- (.4690-
1.7722) .2.0737)

Mean 15.450 14.150
(1.3633) (1.2745)

S.D. 2.109 4.072
(.2537) (.5472)

Degrees
of Freedom T-vrlue

43

38'

38
2.710
(.292)

.01
NS

38 NS
38 (.236) NS

38
38 .

2.188
(.303)

NS
NS
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TABLE 9.) Analysis of types of responses to request's for
clarification. An analysis of variance with repeated measures
was conducted for 111subjects across the three types of respon-
ses. The inplysis revealed a significant difference both with
respect to the types of responses and trends across children. A
post-hoc Scheffe' analysis conducted at the .05 levelpf signifi-
cance yielded significant differences in the productiOn of incom-
plete responses from the other groups.

Source of -., Sum of Degrees Variance
Variation , .Sqd*res i of Freedom. Estimite

Rows 8,306.000 . 39. 212.970
Columns 3,285.000 3 1095.000
Interaction.: 4;727.000 117 40.400

Total' 16, .00 159

Fc m,27.300, sig. et <.01
tr ir 5.3200 sig. at <.01.

5

TABLE 10. Snalysis of types,of respods.es to contingent and
noncontingent requests for larificstion. The raw frequencies and

444
percentages'of responses w inseaCh type of request are presented.

/-N

Response Types
Incomplete

t No Response Response Itropriatesponse

Request Types

Contingent Requests 61 ?

Repetition 18 (38.20)*' 12 (25.70) 17 (36.10)
Confirm...tion 229 (59.10) 26 ( 6.8,0) .132 (34.10)
Specifisation 18 (22.805 26 (32.90) 35 (44.30)
Elaboration" 13 (28.20) 9 (19.70) 24 (52.10)

Noncontingent Requests
%,

Repetiti9n 0 V 0
Confirmation 159 (38.10) .56 .(13.50) 202 (48.40)
Specification. 126 (42.10) ' 72 (24.20,) 101 (33.70)
Elaboration 186 (52.60) 76 (21.50) 90 (25.90)

44
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TABLE 11. Analysis of approOriate responses to contingent
and noncontingent requests for clarification. The range, mean,
and standard deviations -of the frequencies And the proportions
are presented for both contingent and noncontingent requests.
Arcsin transformations of the percentages of.total responses that
are,sppropriate are presented in parentheses. A 'ttest conducted
betreen the two groups yielded no significant differences for ei
ther rsw,frequencies or proportions.

- Contingent , Norjcontingent
Requests Requests

Degrees
of Freedom ,Tvalue Sig.

Range 0-19 2-24
(.0000 (.0005

, 1.0318) .1.8039)-

Mean- 9.800 5.200
(1.3502) (1,3431). 1

S.D. 2.444 1.990
(.439) (.446)

38
38

1.375
(.262)

NS
NS

TABLE 12. Analyiis of types of responses to the four types of
requests for claiification. The raw frequencies snd percentages of
responses within eaph type of request are presented.

No Response

Response'Types
Incomplete
Response

Appropriate
Response

,.

p Request Types
s.

Repetition 1$ (38.20) 12 (25.70) 17 (36.10)
*Confirmation 388 (48.20) 82 (10.30) 334 (41.50)
Specification 144 (38.00) .98 (26.10) 136 (35.90)
Elaboration 199 (49.80) 85 (21.40) 115 (28.80)

45
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TABLE 13. Analysis of appropriate responses to thei*ur
types of requests for clarification. An analysis of Afar ante
with repeated measures was conducted for all subjects across
the four response categories. /h* analysis revealed p signifi-
cant difference with respect to types of requests. A post-hoc
Scheffe analysis conducted at the .05 level of significance
yielded significant differences in the production of appropriate
responses to 'requests for repetition and confirmation from the
other groups. /

Source of Sum of Degrees Variance
Variation Squares ofireedom

Rows 752.200 39

,Estimate

19.287
Columns 19321.700 3 440.566
Interaction 1,663.55 117 14.218

Total 3,737.450 159

c
sc 30.986, sig. oat .01

F
r

1.356, NS

TABLE 14. Analysis of incomplete responses to requests for

clarification. The raw frequencies and percentages of each type

of incomplete. response are presented.

Type of
Incomplete Response Number Percentage

Unintelligible response 70 25.27

Unrelated response 64 21.78

Repetition of previous non-
contingent utterance

S7 20.10

Repetition of previous con-
tingent utterance

24 10.35

Topic-related but not re-
quested information

57 20.10

Partially correct response 5 2.40

Sum 277 100.00

46
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1. Requests for Repetition

8. Continent - The mother aski4the child to repeat snot-
teronce or portion of an utterance produced in his r her
previous conversational turn,

b. NoncOntingent - The mother asks the child to repeat an ut-
terance, portion of an utterance, or topic- produced at an
earlier point in the present interaction or during a Alf-
ferent interaction.

2a Reqnsests for Confirmation
V

8. Contingent - The mother asks the child to confirm the form
or content of an utterance produced in his or her previous
turn, an interpretation of the form or content of the,ut-
tersnee produced in his or her previous.4urn, or a state-.
'went made by the mother related to the child's message in
his or her previous turn.

b. Noncontingent - The mother asks the child to confirm the
form or content of an utterance produced earlier in the
present interaction or during a diff,sent interaction, an
interpretation of the form or content of an utterance pro-
d-ced in the present or a different interaction, or a state-
ment made by the mother related to-the general topic at hand.

3. Requests for Specification P°.

a. Contingent - The mother asks the child to produce 8 specific
piece of information that will more fully complete en ut-
terance produced i,n his or her previous conversational turn.

b. NOncontingent - The mother asks the child to produce .a pe-
cific piece of information thpt will complete an utterance,
topic, or action- produced et on earlier point in the present
interection'or during P different interasctison.

4. Requests for Elaboration

The rolTrebr asks the child to produce general information to
expand an utterance produced, in his or her' previous conver-
sational turn.

b. The mother asks the child to nroduce general information to
expend an utterance or topic presented at,an earlier point
in the present interaction or during a different interction.

4r
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1. Requests for Repetition

NO
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Appendix B

*6

I. Question Rivas - Direct questions which request repetition
of the previous utterance or a portion of the previous ut-
terpnce. Characterized by * rising intonation, wtiich dis-
tinguishes them from requests for specification, which may
have the some grpmmotical form but s falling intonrtionppt-
tern.

b. Social Forms - Socipl words and phrases, such 93 "nardon me,"
which indicate the need for repetition of the utterance.

c. Primitive Forms - Reflexiv,e forms, such as "huh," which indi-
cate the need forrepetition of the utterance.

d. Directive Statements - Dkrect or indirect commends to the
speaker to repeat the utterance or 9 portion of the utter-
ance in his or her previous conversational turn.

e. Declarative Stptements - Statements which reflect the need
for repetition by presenting the listener's internal state
or desire.

2. Requests for Confirmation
.

a. Partial Repetition of. the Previous Utterance - Utterances
which *ire a repetition of a portion of the speaker's pre-
vious utterance.

b. Total Repetition of the Previous Utterance - Utterances which

pre p reRetition'of the speaker's previous utterance.

(-

-'c. Pprtipl Repetition plus Addition/Substitution UtterPnces
which r peat p portion of the previous utterpnce.pnd pdd'or
substitute new sementi( c or syntpctic informption.

d. Totpl-Repetition plus Addition/Substitution - Utterpnces.
which repept p previous utterance and pdd or substituttrnew
semontic or syntpctic informption. -

e. Other Request Forms - Met*stptements, tag questions, semontic
and syntactic pplipnhrises, Ind other forms which indicpte the
need for confirmptiOn.

3. Requests for Specification

a. Question Forms - Direct questions which request a specific

item. They pre distin7uished from requests for repetition
by * falling intonption p*ttern.

b. Directive Statements - Direct or indirect calmmpnds to the
speaker to produce p specific piece of information.

4 8
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c. Declaratjve Statements - Statements which indicate the
need for specific information by reflecting the speaker's
internal state or desire.

4. Requests fo Elaboration

10. Qaestion F rats - Direct questions which request general
information elated to the child'sutterpnces in his or /

her previous rn.

00/
b. Directive Statements - Direct or indirect commends to the

speaker to produce general information.

'*c

c. Declarative Statements - Statements which indicate the need
for elaborated information by .reflecting the Taker's in-
ternal state or desire.

4

14'

1

4



Appendix C:

1. UnintelligliSre Response

48

The response provided by the child synclesr, inaudible, or
distorted due to multiple misprtiulotions or interference
and,thus is unrecognizable to the mother.

2.. Unrelated Response

The response provided by the child is unrel'ted in content to
both the request presentel by the mother and the topic(s) pre-
sented previously by the irot?fer snd/os&thild.

3. Repetition of Previous NoncontingentsUtteronce
o

The response provided by the child is P complete or partial
repetitionef-sn utterance spoken by either the mother or the
child et s point in the' interaction prior to the current re-
quest for clarification- response sequence.

4. Repetition of Previous,Contingent Utterance

The response Provided by the chile is s complete or partial
repetition of the utterance spokeh by the mother during the
cu rrent request for clatrificstiog-response sequence.

5. Topic - Related rbut not Requested Information

The response provided by the ehild is related in content to
the response indicated by the type of request presented,by the
mother but does not provide the actual information requested.

r

6. Poirt4ally Correct Response

The response provided by the.chVld contains P portion, but not
all, of the information requested by the mother.

r-


